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INFORMATION DESCRIPTION

On starting the video, the
visual tutorial on DRM
begins. Information is
provided about DRM, the
surrounding laws and the
effect it has on the
consumers, the
intellectual property
owners, the content
providers and the
technology industry.
There are separate videos
for each topic followed by
a multiple choice question
to test the viewers
knowledge and what they
have learnt.
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ABSTRACT
Digital Rights Management (otherwise known as DRM) is a topic never far from the news. In this resource we hope to
explain the topic are of DRM, giving a broad overview of the legal, moral and personal issues that go hand in hand with
DRM. Using YouTube as a platform, we hope to be able to educate a global audience.

Interactive Video Link: http://tom.gd/s7

THE QUESTIONS

ANSWER DESCRIPTION

Through using the editing
application provided by
YouTube these questions
can be displayed on the
screen with labels allowing
the viewer to select which
answer they believe is
right.

Once the answer has been
explained a link to the
next video is given to a
second question or further
tutorial on the DRM
subject.

These labels provide a link
to a separate video which
informs the user of their
correct or incorrect answer
along with an explanation.
If the viewer does not
select an answer before
the end of the video they
can simply replay it.

Whether the viewer got
the question wrong all
right they will always be
presented with the same
subsequent question or
further tutorial: they do
not miss out. As a result,
following an answer
explanation, at some point
there will be second
question given.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

For this project we decided to research
Digital Rights Management (DRM), what
it is and how it affects the consumers
and the different types of organisations,
such as the entertainment industries.
We then had to create a resource to
show off our findings as well as provide
a question and answer section to make
the resource interactive. As a result of
the popularity of YouTube we decided to
create a video which our group will
upload.

As digital media gets more and more popular, so rises the demand for ever
cheaper content. Copies of most commercial digital media (such as films,
games or music) are available for free (albeit illegally) from file sharing
websites. The rise in popularity of such websites has forced content providers
to look for digital safe guards to protect their content. DRM systems have
been the weapon of choice in content providers fight against piracy. From CSS
(Content Scrambling System) in DVD's, to the more advanced HDCP (High
bandwidth Digital Content Protection) implemented in games consoles,
content providers have invested significant amounts in order to protect their
intellectual property.. However DRM systems often impose limitations on
digital content that consumers do not agree with. As a result an agreement is
still needed to find a balance for both consumers and the providers.

METHOD
Our group decided to produce an Interactive Video with a multiple choice test. The inspiration to do such a video was
gained from ‘Charlieissocoollike’, who has produced similar videos which are available on YouTube. Every Member of the
group was assigned to create two questions related to the area of the topic they were individually researching, including,
DRM legal issues; customer opinions’ and ‘Content Providers’. In addition each member wrote a video script for the final
video recording. Through meeting together the videos were created, edited and uploaded to YouTube.

DISCUSSION
For this project the team worked incredibly well even though many members had not met before this assignment. There
were no conflicts and everything was agreed through working as a democracy. Tasks were delegated to split up what
needed to be researched and compiled into scripts of what we had learnt. The video itself was a challenge with the idea
of reading off an autocue to a camera was a new experience and therefore did increase the length of time it took to
complete the task. Through choosing YouTube, an already highly popular and efficient video uploading website, it allowed
the interactive part of the video to be created with simplicity.
Our findings from studying DRM included that though DRM was introduced into many industries., the increase in
bandwidth and illegal download sites made protection harder . Music providers suffered highly with consumers choosing
to download illegally rather than work with DRM as it was causing an intrusion into their using rights. This situation aided
in iTunes’ decision to remove DRM to win back their customers.

CONCLUSION
Overall, the project worked well with all members contributing highly. Through broadening our knowledge of DRM the
interactive video quiz was created providing a new visual way of learning in both the delivery of information and the
testing of knowledge. Though the videos are limited in time they can be replayed by the user as many times as they
please.
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